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(Rezumat)

Pascal e ginditorul faln de care cioran manifesti cea mai mare PretLl:
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that the human being permits is so great, its versatility and duplicity are so

profound, that Pascal feels bound to agfee for a moment with those who were

wondering if man could have two souls2, thus allowing the easy explanation of

his extraoidinary inconstancy, of his duality of attitudes and gestures, his en--

demic incapacity to coincide with his own self. For him, the essential motive of

this eterna|conflict, of maris self tear, is the distance between his initial potential

and his ignoble reahty,between the Paradise man of the very beginnings, who

took GoJ's image, being created after adivine model, and the historic man, im-

perfect and idiotic, the one who lost his resemblance with the divinity' getting

.1or", and closer to impure image of the animal.The wound caused by dislocat-

ing perfection is one that is impossible to heal using the palliatives of objects

and mundane situations, its memory persisting beyond the entire cortege of

appewafices, which are often ignoble, beyond the mean mechanics of passions

and instincts that tend to block remembering' trylng to impose oblivion of the

noble origin of man and sePafation from the beatitude of contemplating his

cfeator: "What does this avidity tellus, then, if not that once upon a time there

was in man a genuine happiness, from which now there is only left a mark and

an empty tracJ, and which he tries in vain to refillwith everything that surround

him, searching again in the absent things the help that he does not obtain from

what he has, burwhich they are incapable of giving, because the infinite abyss

can be filled only by an infinite and immutable object, that is, God himself')"3'

Man is marked for eternity by the desire to recover the paradisiacal

happiness, and the imperfections gathered all through his daily existence, the

various stratagems he uses to escaPe the shade of nostalgia that haunts him,

forcing him to ilways appealto other tricks in his desperate attempt of find-

ing peace, cannot but fix more consistently his painful separation, his exis-

t".rtiul duality imposed by two different sets of ideals and beliefs that can be

found on the level of his natural composition' which is also govefned by the

radical difference between body and soul. "Incomprehensible monster"4, as he

$

i

I

2lbidem,p.743.

3 lbidem,p.t4B.

4lbidem,p.143.
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frequently apPears to Pascaf incapable of having the mostcommon certaint''

his life is under ,.;" .."r,"", signs that consiantly mark his unhappines'

"inconstancy, ennuf inquietude"s' 
-

Flisnumerousinfirmities,thatweshallenumeratefollowingthesu.r_
gestions fro- Pu"ul; i;'g*""tt' u" the result of his detachment from +''

originalplenitude,aretheconsequenceofhisunjustifiedPretenceforinde-
pendence and uniqueness. creat"l u, u member oi a mystical body, belongir -

to Jesus Christ's '"'it""ul church' he finds himself lonely' isolated' self- ir -

sufficient, dirpo""""J"itft" principle of real life' living his precariousne :.

unconsciously,believingthatheis-completeandautarchic'however'alwa-
conscious of his -;"i nature and of u" ut"'" lack of meaning caused I

the brutal separation imposed on him by the c:n:eqYences of the original si.'

,,The separated memberjnot seeing uny-or. the body to which it used to b;-

long, has nothing f"n U", perishable. and dying hulan being' Yet, he belier :

heisawhole,andnotseeinghimselffromth"ebodyitusedtodependfro:
hebelieveshedependsonlyonhimselfandwantstotransformhimseli
centre and body. But, not having a principle of life in himself' he gets lost a:.

isamazedintheuncertaintyofhisbeing,feelingthatheisnotbodyand.'.
not se"ing that he should be member of a body"6'

a.Manisincapableofacquiringcertain-knowledgebecauseofhisi:.-
perfectcompositionandhisfinite"u*'"'Infrontofauniversewhoseco:'--
plexiry h. adrrrir"i'r." n"a. himself lacking the necessary means to undert'"'

the detailed understanding of the entire chain of beings, placed between.:

twoabysses,infinityandnothingness'forcedtocontemplatethemfullofi-
mility and silenceir. A.ry attempt of taking the control.of the world is i'''

tined to failure,because man' intermedia'yfti"g' situated': 
1" "q"i1-1t.t:1.

between everythin; and nothing, is given a type of knowledge proportro:-.

with his ontological position' notlc1 ti otiy me{i11 realities' without an} '

cessneithertotheprinciplesnortoth"goul'ofallexistencesbecauseot.

5lbidem,P'56'

6lbidem,P'770'

7 lbiden,P'34'
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incapacity of perceiving extremes, of understanding infiniqf. pascal demon-
strates that,apartfrom the fact that man cannot acquire the entire knowledge,
he proves incapable of even partial knowledge, urrd hi, arguments are of two
gpes. First, he shows that even a supposed knowredge of the parts presup-
poses, in fact, an infinite approach, due to the interdependence between them
and the wholee. Then, he refers to the composite nature of the human being,
made of body and soul, considere d, for this reason, unsuitable to know simpL
things, either material or spiritual: "if we are simply material, we could noi at
all know, and ifwe are made of spirit and matter, we could not know perfectly
the simple things, spiritual or corporal,,10.

Another series of arguments show the conflict among different facul-
ties of man's knowledge who, mutually conditioning .ach oth.r, mislead him
and make it impossible for man to get closer to the truth because of their
precarious equilibrium and of the non-homogenous way of communication,
offering false information and contributing to the elaboration of a wrong im-
age of the world: "Senses abuse reason by false appearances; and that same
deceptiveness that they bring to reason, they receive from it in return. Reason
takes its revenge. The passions of soul trouble the senses and give them false
impressions. They lie and they deceive"11. To this fatar incongruence, a series of
possible perturbing factors, more or less acciden tal, thatlimit more drastically
the possibility of reaching truth, from which list Pascal names the diseases.
which alter both the capacity of reason to estimate things correctly and the
precision of the information sent by senses12, the preeminence of customs or
of passion for new compared with reason13, the intervention of selfish interest
that falsifies judgment at his own use, ignoring any rapport to an impersonal
principle'4.

8lbidem,p.36.

9lbidem,p.38.

10 lbidem,p.39.

11, Ibidem, p. 46.

72 lbidem,p.46.

73 lbidem,p.45.

14 lbidem,p.46.
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A third series of observations is related to the very condition of think-

ing, considered ,,an admirable an ng

principal resort of maris dignity to

derstand his misfortunate fate' H its

and senses, which seriously affects its to

is seriously endangered by a series of ex

upon the ,idi.rrl., thr* pio.,,it'g that, despite its remarkable potentiaf it car'-

l.,ot b" useful at all, becaur" oflt, ridic lous fragllity,which determines, as :

Pascal's charming example, the defeat in front of flies: "The spirit of that so' -

ereign judg" of th" *orld is not that indeped.t! in order not to be subjecte

to b""i'g tlubl.d by the first din about it. [...]Do not be amazed if it do'

not reasonweil at present; aflybuzzes at its ears; it is sufficient for makir--

it incapable of gool advice.If you want it to be able to find truth, chase th-

u'i-ni that keeps its re ason in failure and trouble that strong intelligence th .

governs cities and kingdoms"l6'

But, for Pascal, the most important obstacle in front of knowled. '

proves to be imagination, "the master of error and falsity"1z, always capai'

to destroy a.ry in.lirration towards rigueur, zny apPro^ch towards searchi: -

for the truth, thanks to its colossal influence that transforms it into the mc'-

powerful enemy of reason. The author of Prottincial Letters proves himseli '

be, from this point of view, extremely close to Descartes,who had declar''

"the madness of logic", as well as a series of great philosophers, such as Plz'

Kant or Spinoza,.,iho hu''" warned about the perturbing role it plays in :-

process of knowledge18.

If reason aims at building a realimage on the world, if it looks for c': :' -

formity and preciseness, risking to hurt people's conservation instinct shc-

ing th.m their unfortunate and incons tant fate,not tolerating any adaptat:

o.iirgrrir. of truth, imagination seems to act as a deforming filter, mystifi: -
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t5 lbidem,p.732-733.

76 lbidem,p.l'33.

17 lbidem,p.42.

1g See Ciprian viican, Recherches autour d'une philosophie de I'image,Timigoara, Augusta, 19'r:
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median nature, which is also hybrid, incapable of having a purely rational
attitude, an examination of relations hard to detect, how",o., necessary from
nature, and also incapable of a careful scrutiny of the data provided by senses.
For this reason, most people agree with its principles, -"iki.,g the jefeat of
reason which lacks the means of prevailing.The consequenc.. of thi, triumph
of imagination are a series of inexplicable behaviorrrc fro- the point of view
of thinking, but perfectly motivated in relation to the composition of the na-
ture of human beings: "Let the preacher appear,because rui.rr. has given him
a hoarse voice, und a strange face, his barber has badly shaven him, if fate has
still given him more, some great truths that he announces,I bet on the loss of
gravity of our senator.

The greatest philosopher of the world, on a larger board than he would
need, if there is an abyss above although his reason has convinced him of it
being sure, his imagination will prevail. Many would not know to support
thinking without becoming weak and sweating20."

b. The hegemony of imagination has as a consequence the preeminence
of appearances in relation to reality,the individuals'attempt to mask their real
nature, coming in an advantageous disguise in front of others, which would
occult their flaws. Dominated by self-love, people resort to a series of schemes
to hide their insuficiencies both from themselves and from the others, trying
to put themselves only in favourable positions that would allow them to be
appreciated more than they reilIy deserve2l.Although they do not want to be
cheated, people easily appeal to all the possible -"urm to mislead the others,
so that life becomes a masquerade,a space of ceaselessly disguise, a domain
of falsity and hypocrisy. In such a context, any atte mpt of revealing the truth
is considered dangerous, as the entire formation of society is based on well-
grounded assimilation of duplicity techniques, and the one who avoids them
because he does not know, or by mistake, or thanks to virtue, that person
risks losing his friends and be subjected to the disgrace of the strong people,
always desiring to be valued and eulogized, ho*"'01, incapable of r..i'g ih.

20 Ibidem,p.43.

2! Ibidem,p.49-50.
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truth: "Thus, human life is a perpetual illusion;we do nothing but cheat one

another and flatter one another. Nobody speaks about us in our presence as

they speak in our absence.The union that is among people is founded only on

that mutual cheating; andvery few friendships would resist if evefy one knew

what his friend spoke about him when he was not there, although he spoke

sincerely and without any passion"22.

c. Revealing the ominous effects of unhealthy self:love that dominates

everybody leads to analyzingtheir vaniry which takes them to the most stupid

gestures to reach glory. Discontented with a simple honest life, lived by the

iules of virtues, they always feel the need to replace empirical individuality

with an artificial one, which is to be built entirely in such away that, projected

into the others'mind, this one should be able to obtain their admiration and

appreciation, satisfying their vanitlP3.This true obsession does not spare sol-

diers, chefs or even philosophers24, as everybody is dominated by the desire to

seem mofe than they are, being ready to sacrifice their life only to have people

talk about them: "We are so Pfesumptuous that we would like to be known by

everybody on Earth, and even by people will come when we are not here any-

*or.; and we are so vain that the esteem of five or six people who surround

us, only amuses us and contents us"25.

Pascal remarks that, if on the one hand, the desire for glory is one of the

most obvious proofs of the corrupt natufe of man, of his ontological precari-

ousness, of his permanent dissatisfaction in relation to what he is, proving his

irrepressible inclination towards the privilege of imagination, to the prejudice

of realiry of the fake in comparison with the genuine, on the other hand,

the same desire is the sign of his excellence, because for the individual who

wants to attain glory, neither health, nor richness, nor other goods, but only

the appreciation of his fellows, and this demonstrates that he values reason

more-than anything else, that is, exactiy the main reason of his dignity: "He

22 lbidem,p.52.

23 lbidem,p.65.

24 lbidern,p.66.

25 lbidem,p.65-66
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esteems so much reason, that, whatever advantage he has on earth, if it is no.
advantageously placed in the reason of man, he is not content.It is the mos:

beautiful place in the world, nothing could stray him from that desire, and i

is the quality that cannot be erased from man's heart"26.

d. Behind vanity and the desire for glory there is the self's pretence fc:
uniqueness, its firm presupposition that it is irreplaceable, which makes r

appreciate itself even more than the rest of the world27. Convinced that th,
only way to spiritual progress is exactly the defeat of vaniry renouncing vani:
and assuming humiliry Pascal proclaims that "The real and unique virtue is :
hate yourself"28, tracins the lines of a genuine program of self hatred, in th
centre ofwhich is the struggle against the most dangerous enemy of a genui:- -

Christian life, the self. His project is not easy to fulfill, because it supposes n

only a certain censorship of the lack of measure of the self bringing it withr:
acceptable limits, but it implies its complete evacuation, its radical dislocatic:
its definitive extirpation, so that the vices that have it at their root are not ab - .

to reproduce anymore. This attitude that goes against the strongest natu:-
tendencies of man, who has to fight against the most infamous marks of t-
original sin, has as motivation the self's detestable characteristics, described --

Pascal: "In a word, the thas two qualities: it is unjust because it makes its.
centre of everything; it is uncomfortable for the others, because it wants th-.
enslaved: because every I is the enemy and wants to be the lyrant of eve:
body else "2e. Besides the ignoble characteristics of the self besides the injusi- -

and the desire to dominate that constitute it, Pascal also remarks its extre:
volatiliry the impossibility to identi$r it with the body or the soul, or wit:.
series of perceptible qualities of the individual, the impossibility to define r-

locate it30, which seems to be both a supplementary argument in the atter:-:
of destroying it, and a supplementary difficulty to overcome in the struE.
against it. .

26 lbidem,p.L40.

27Ibidem,p.764.

28 lbidem,p.1.71..

29 lbidem,p.763.

30 lbidem,p.720.
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e. Beyond all his flaws, man's main infirmity seems to be related to the
unhappiness indestructibly attached to his transitory condition, unhappiness

illustrated by the alternation of the three constant values named above, incon-
stancy, boredom, arxiety, characteristics which make the futility of existence

and its lack of consistency visible, signaling the precariousness of earthly life
and its ostentatious lack of meaning. The man separated from divinity can

only observe the absurdity hat surrounds him, as well as the contradictions
in the middle of which he lives because of his fallen nature and of his painful
imperfection. Trying to protect himself from despair, he throws himself in
the middle of events, appreciates agitation, movement, noise, cultivates his

fellows'company and the charm of conversation, he looks at any price for en-
tertainment and pleasures of any king, striving to keep his spirit far away from
the frightening show of the real face of the world, face that we can see thanks
to one of Pascal's fragments: " Let us imagine a number of people in chains

and all sentenced to death, some of which are killed by a slit on the throat
everyday in front of the others, the ones left see their own condition in that of
their fe1low creatures, and watching one another with pain and hopeless, they
wait for their turn.This is the image of human conditiori'3l.

However, the expedients to which we resort in order not to give up in
front of despair are not sufficient to permanently mask the abyss that awaits

us32. Incapable ofcontinuity because ofthe contrary tendencies ofour nature,

which contains both the marks of the lost paradisiacal state, and the animal
instincts of the present state, always preferring past and future to present33, os-

cillating between different inclinations of the soul and our diverse passions3a,

always abandoning vain pleasures of present, hoping that we can get others

more intense and more durable3s, "we never live but we hope to live; and we

always prepare to be happy, it is inevitable that we will never be"36.

3l lbidem,p.84.

32 lbidem,p.7I.

33 Ibidem,p.69-70.

35 lbidem,p.54.

36 lbidem,p.7O.
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Apart from this deplorable inconstancy, which hinders him to feel hap_
py with his invented schemes, in order to Leep away frcm the constitutir-:
unhappiness of his nature, man's intentions to avoid facing the truth about hi=
terrible destiny are undermined by boredom, another inirmity of his transr_
tory being. The need for newness, for surprise, for discontinuity cannot b:
infinitely maintained, existence has moments of calm, of repetition, of res:
and during this time, the spirit cannot be distracted from noticing his re,-
state.These are the moments when, deprived of the protection of his exteric:
preoccupations, man feels the insinuation of the "ventm"rr of boredom, whic-
forces him to contemplare his nothingness: "Ennui- nothing is so insuppor:-
able for man as being at full rest, without passions, without business. witho,::
entertainment, without application. He then feels his nothingness, his abr-_
donment, his insuficiency, his dependence, his powerlessness, his vide. Exce=-
sively, he will take out from the bottom of his soul the boredom, the blacknes;
the sadness, the sorrow; the resentment, the despair,,3s.

For this reason, even if boredom is a frightfur infirmity of the farlr-_
man, threatening to induce a limitless despair, it represents, at the same tirr-,=
a means of finding the way to salvation exactry by revearing the truth abo._:
the sel{, occulted by the entire cortege of uppiurunces and'futile preoccuP:-
tions, because, contemplating its precarious 

""airy 
he can decide to b.gi., L,

saving conversion,looking for the message of be[!f in God and truinglo fi:_.:
his lost condition, the resemblance withihe divinife

cioran's man is not far from the .hura.t"rirtics of pascal,s man. R-
sembling the latter, he is a scandal for reason, a challenge for the com.::
laws of nature, with the regular ways of nature always ..rblitt"d to regular:-r
harmony, and coherence. Howev% if in pascal's .u.", -un, monstrositr- :.
given bythe incompatibility between his two natures, by the difficult coe-rr.::-
ence of the marks of his lost divine image with his present animal image. _-,
the conflict between his noble potentiaiand his paih"ti. rearirg for cior-_
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triggering the painful descendant route of the Fall, tearing the primordial unitl,,
committing the sin that marks his fate forever, in Cioran's case, man, natural\
endowed with a malefic nature) is a genuine vehicle of the propagation oi
ontological heresy, being responsible to nature for losing his initial innocence.
for destroying the protective unconsciousness of the beginning. Detaching
from the perfect sphere ofthe being, he introduces the obsession for knowledge.
the separation between subject and object, replacing the original kindness
with the destructive violence of the self who wants to take over the world
Detaching from the whole, he commits the sin, a sin whose consequences are

impossible to rcpat, sealing, thus his doomed destiny. Cioran's man does no:
have a possible conversion at hand, he cannot do anything anymore to change

his fate. If Pascal's man can obtain clemency by his feverish search, bein.r
directed towards salvation by the descent of divine grace)succeeding in savinr
himself from damnation, Cioran's man,lacking any hope or consolation, call.
for his destruction, seeming to want it arrive sooner.

Sketching man's essential features, describing his miserable condition
exploring his flaws, Pascal highlights especially the tragic dimension of hi:
existence that seems to fit better with the sad history of his decay, of the los,

of his initial innocence.In return, discussing the same subjects, concentratin;
fore the largest part of his work on the deficient composition of man and as-

similating the cardinal elements of Pascal's diagnosis, Cioran acts completel
different. For him, man is a ridicule being, the trash of creation, an infatuate-
nothing who forgets his modest origin, posing as the prince of the lJnivers.
considering himself the centre of the world. Pascal's vision allows a certat..

compassion for man, whereas Cioran's acid point of view justifies only sar-

casm, transforming his reflections on humanity in a merciless satire.
If Pascal invokes losing the divine image as being the beginning of 

'-

evil, as the starting point of man's misfortunes, Cioran's starting point is di.-
metrically opposed, as he cannot admit the idea of his past grandeur.Inste.,
of the closeness to diviniry he invokes mari vicinity with monkey as a suF--

cient explanation to invalidate all his pretences for superionty:"In our vei:.
runs macaque blood. If we thought about this more often, we would end :
abandoning our mission. No more theology no more metaphysics- in oth.
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thing... ."46. The fighiagainst the pride of being human is a true obsession for

Cioran, who does not hesitate to resort to cruei images, remembering some of

the most severe passages from St. Augustine's and Luther's writings, in order-

to make his opinion iror. .rrggestive. Thus, describing the helpless being of

a new-born, he writes ferociously: "This little man, a few days old, who turns

his head to all sides,looking for who knows what, his bald head, the original

baldness, this little motk"y -ho lived for months in a latrine and who, soon,

forgetting his origins, will spit on all g,alaxies" ""a7 '

Th[ ignoble origin .".-. to be the main impulse of methodic imposture

of man, of his histrioriic instincts of parvenu who claims imagined merits and

brags about noblesse titles who were

described in detail by Cioran, seems to

ficiency which drives him to bluff, to

mania.It manifests as a tyrannical wis
e in despise than forgotten' In order to

an pretends to be interested by rewrit-

f Genesis, considering that this should
anted to

know the good and the evil, but " riskin Or' such

^m^ntransforms 
the wish for glory in being' in

a privileged engine of his actiJnr, trrrrrfor*ing in his most stable illusion, sub-

stituting the bellief in immortalitywith that always more virulent aspiration and

not beiig able to find comfort except from the moment when even inanimate

nature would start to praise him: "However firll of ourselves we would be' we

live in a sort of anxiorr. bi,,"rrr.ss, that we could not get away from unless stones

themselves, mercifirl, decided to praise us. As long as they remain speechless, we

can only stay in our misery, filled with our own venoni'ae'

46 Cior an, A a eux e t an at h i m e s in O e uor e s, p' 77 79'

47 Cioran, Ecarti le ment in O euare s, p' t 457'

48 Cionn, La chute dans le temps in Oeuores, p' 1113'

49 lbidem,p.tt79.
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The wish for glory is closely related to the irrepressible need for differ-
entiation felt be the individual, incapable of admitting the possibility of exist-
ence of a original unity, of a state of perfect homog.neiry unprepared, because
of his natural data,to understand the absolut". op"q". faced to himself anc
to the world because of the protective veir of appeur"rr..., he appreciates onl.
doing, the agonic struggle, the unlimited diversiry condemned io u -.,uphyr-ical ignorance that permits him to keep all his illusions, allowing him to tat .
part in the protective charm of multipliciry in return for the blocking of ever
intuition of truth. The natural result of this tendency is the constant attach-
ment to the superstition of the self celebrating individuarity,subjectiviry an;
spasmodic subjectivity. As Pascal, Cioran is aware that for reaching salvatio:.
we should be able to renounce the se1f,, to free us from the trap J pluralir
discovering the ontologically consistent world of the one, the *orlj beyon:
appearances, but the obstacles that stay in the way of such an aftempt seer-
too important to be overcome by the precarious means of human nature: ,,Tl-,

more we try to free ourselves from the sel{ the more we sink into it. We tr
in vain to destroy it: the very moment we think we have succeeded, we see .-
more solid than ever before; whatever we used to ruin it, has no other effe .-
but to strengthen it, and its vigor and perversity areof such nature, that suffe:-
ing agrees with it more than joy"to.Man does not have sufficient resources -

overcome the fiction of the universe, to search for the phantasmagoric cha:-
acter, in order to assume genuine knowledge. That is exactly *rry rr. alwa.
remains a slave of illusions, a prisoner of his own flaws, which prevent hi:
from knowing the truth, however, making his survival easier.

For this reason, cioran is very preoccupied in his French works to d--
scribe and disquali$r the numerous imaginations that govern people's life, tr- -
ing to prove their insanity,to dismantle them and to cover them in ridicu-_
His posture as a disabused skeptic allows him to treat with a merciless lucid: .

all phantasmagorias, undermining their pretence for justification methoc -

cally and revealing their purely utilitarian function. Considering himself le ,
naive than the others, as in the genuine portrait he draws for himself in , 

_

50 Cioran, Histoire et utopie in Oeuvres, p. 1022
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the demon skeptical?", he considers himself to be right to reveal all illusions,

conscious, however, that he risks to succumb when faced with the most terri-
ble of these, the belief that he could be sheltered from any illusion: "Although

you know thataman has talent or knowledge,which compared to yours' mean

nothing, you will consider that, incapable of getting the essential, he got stuck

in facility. And even though he has surpassed many and extraordinary trials,

you will still think he did not get to the unique experience, to the capital expe-

rience of beings and things, that you have. He is nothing but a child,they arc

all children, incapable of seeing what only you have seen, you the most lucid of
the mortals, who do not have any illusion about the other and about the self.

And yet, you will have anillusion: the tenacious illusion, the unshaken illusion

to believe you have none"s1.

Conscious of the fact that people would accept martyrdom for a chimera,

but not for a truths2, he observes, just like Pascal ,how important is the force of
contagiousness of the most improbable imaginary visions, remarking people's

inclination to let themselves be seduced by everything that is imprecise, funny,

enormous, but also their incapacity to join a rigorous thought, their indifference

in front of the constructs of reason: "No rationalbeing was ever a cult object, it
left no name, it marked no event.Imperturbable in front of a precise conception

or of a transparent idol, the crowd is fascinated by what cannot be verified and

by the false mysteries.Who ever died in the name of rigueur?"S3.

Cioran declares himself to be persuaded that man loves apPearances,

dopes on illusions, because he is not rcady to make that interior effort that
would allow him to proceed to expel from the self allthe pain and the things,

to that emptying of the spirit that would permit him to analyze his nothing-
ness, discovering the ftagrant non- reality of all existence, their deficit of be-

ing their statute of simple simulacra. One of the causes of this insufficiency

would be the hegemony of thought in relation to meditation, to the habit of
superficially dealing with a series of ideas instead of studying stubbornly "one

5I Ctoran, La chute dans le temps ln Oeuores, p. 1110.

52 Vezi Cioran, Histoire et utopie in Oeunres, p.1043.

53 Cioran, Pricis de ddcompositionin Oeuvres,p.672.
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and the same probleni', giving up to the charm of becoming, the seduction
exercised by the numerous exteriorities, of futile and non- substantial. Inca-
pable of focusing on contemplation the essence, incapable of separating the
rcaIity of One from the phantasmagoric cortege of multiplicity, man gives up
in front of his own we aknesses and legitimates non-reality by acting, by his
frenetic collaboration with the iliusory world that surrounds him, proving
thus, his predisposition for failure, letting himself be defeated by the "grace

state given by consenting to non-rea1ity"sa, unable to understand that: "It is a
thousand times better to dedicate to madness or to be defeated for God rather
than strive by means of simulacra."ss.

Being used to the protectivelayer of illusions, used to let themselves be

cheated out of superficiality and out of a strange complicity with the incon-
sistent world of multipliciry people transform their lives in a genuine carnival
of masks, being subjected to the most extravagant mystifications. Not being
able to bear but a certain dose of truth, they are forced to accept the comedy
of social lives, to act according to the hypocrite imperative word,'sparing the
others'imposture in the name of their own imposture. In this respect, Cioran's
vision is identical in every detail with Pascal's, and the examples he uses are

similar to those of the author of the ProvincialLetters,as the following quota-
tion indicates: "If our fellows could know what we really believe about them,
love, friendship and devotion would be forever erased from dictionariesl and

if we had the courage to look straight in the face the doubts we have about
ourselves, none of us would say the word <I> without being ashamed"56.

For Cioran, the complete man,lacking any comedian talent is the "ide-
ally miserable"sT being, a being always vulnerable and dangerous, incapable of
rnteriorizinr the principles of masquerade and it is exactly for this reason that
he risks to blow up all conventions and to reveal the immense fraud on which
society is based. The fool functions according to this principle, he cannot dis-

54 Cioran, La chute dans le temps in Oeur,tres, p.7079

55 lbidem,p.7079.

56 Cioran, Prdcis de dicomposition tn Oeuares, p. 675.

57 Ibidem,p.675.
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guise his drives, he cannot stop his brutal sinceriry displaying with obscenity

f,is ,r.r" naturess, and his way if acting is considered dangerous, his behaviour

seems the sign of a dissolving nihilism, threatening to make the entire science

of disguise Jr"l"... For this reason, his fellows, masters of disguise, feel the

need to shelter themselves from his contagious example, placing him outside

the game: 
,,we hide behind our own .h""k, while the fool confesses using his

cheeks. He offers himself he lets his feelings out, he surrenders to the others'

Losing his mask, he lets the public see his anxiety,he imposes it to the first

comer, he lets his enigma. orr,. So much indiscretion irritates' As a conse-

quence, it is natural that he sh
' 

Or, Cioraris man suffers man he is wait-

ed by the same scary triad made of -arxi' 
boredom' he is

deeply mined by a terrible feeling of the absurd and that is why he strives to

mask his abyss, to hide his fear, remaining as shallow as possible, assuming

hissuperficialityasameansofescaping.Hisobstinacy.intherefusetoknow
himseif is the only found formula to ensure his survival'

Peopie's incapacity to be happy is captured by.Cioran from two dif-

ferent perspectiver. Fir.,, he observes man's eternal disaccord in relation to

himself his incapacity to coincide with himself, the distance maintained be-

tween him and his manifestations. creation of censorship, of h1atu:,l"-.t:

condemned to live a curse, which was deciphered by the author of All Gall is

Di,Uided:..We will never be anything else but what you are not, and the sad-

ness one of his favourite artifices'

used sis' he launches himself in an

inter from the hYPothesis that the

success of Adams temptation was encouraged by the arxiety that he felt 
Sven

in Paradise, by his tireless arxiety in front of perfection, which permitted him

to conclude that the inaptitude for happiness is a reality of the human race:

"In him that inaptitrrd" io. happiness manifested itself even at that time' that

*
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5 8 Cioran, C ahi ers,Paris, Gallimard, 1997, p' 57'

59 Cioran, Syllogisrnes de I'amertum'e \n Oeuores'p'767 '

60 Ciot an, Pr d c i s de di c o mpo si ti on in O eut-tr e s, p' 69 9'
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incapacity to bear it that we have all inherited. He had happiness at hani
he could make it his forever, but he refused it, and from that moment on, \^'.

continue to run after rt in vain; and even if we found, we would not know wha
to do with it"61.

If the main means of Pascal's man to try to keep away from contemplat-
ing his miserable condition is entertainment, amalgam of futile preoccupations
without any existential means, but extremely useful for not giving him a mo-
me nt of rest when to find the time to anzlyze his destiny, the people describe ;
by Cioran practice the same avoidance of truth, but use other ways of avoidin-;
it. They try to produce in order to run from themselves, to hide their panic, ac-

celerating the rhythm of living, appareniy wishing to dissolve themselves i:
speed, from the desire to occult the inevitable end that awaits for them, to con-
ceal the certainty which is "obscure, unformulated, coming out from their ma:
blood, which they fear to look in the face, which they want to forget, hurryin_:
walking faster, refusing to have at least one moment for themse1ves"62.

The fight against inconstancy and anxiety is made more difficult by tL.
fact that man cannot totally identify either with the world or wit own se._

being eternally fascinated by the imaginary show of possibiliry accumulatir.:
unrealistically and dilating in forgery, governed by his aspiration for enormou,
epochal and unforgettable. Or, this unhealthy temptation pushes him towarc,
an eternal discontent, forcing him to comply "in an dissatisfaction close r

madness"63, to forever live from the angle of a dangerous dualiry avoidir.
any definitive assimilation, choosing the perpetual non-coincidence, for ti:.
originality of detachment, maintaining far away both from his own gestw.,
and feelings, and from the entire phenomenal horizon of beings and thin-q.
refusing every certainty and refusing to let himself be defined, be caught in -
rigid and definitive formula.

However, for Cioran, the most serious infirmity of the human coni,-
tion is boredom and he meditates upon this for long time in some of his mc,-

61 Cioran, La chute dans le temps in Oeuares,p.1,072.

62 Ibidem, p. 1095.

63 lbidem,p.1.078
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brilliant pages, mobilizing not only the abstract knowledge, which is taken
from books, spread with speculative impudence, but also his entire experience
of individual tortured by the curse of boredom, which allows him to consider
himself with bitter vanity,one of the best connoisseurs of its ominous effects,
together with Baudelaire and Leopardi6a. Tracing the history of boredom as

he knew it on his own, Cioran points some of its moments of maximum in-
tensiry starting with its abrupt and inexplicable beginning during childhood:
'As others remember precisely the date of their first asthma crisis,I could in-
dicate the moment when, for the first time, at 5 years old,I was overwhelmed
with ennui. Nevertheless, what is that good for? I have always been extremely
bored.I remember some afternoons in Sibiu,when, home alone,I would throw
myself on the ground, overwhelmed by an unbearable void. I was a teenage\
then, that is, I lived those melancholy crises intensely and they would cause
the mourning of my childhood, otherwise happy. Terrible ennui, generalized,
in Berlin and especially in Dresden, then in Paris,let me not forget the years
in Bragov when I used to write Tears and saints, which,Jenny Acterian told
me, was the saddest book ever written"6s.

Armed with this concrete knowledge, cioran launches himself in the
drawing of a genuine phenomenology of boredom, trying to capture the most
significant features and translate in a little more understandable terms the
impact that it has on individuals, trying to explain in what way its dissolving
motivating force can be motivated, its capacity to insinuate itself deeply inside
the being and to cause the failure of any mystification.

Just as in Pascal, boredom can be approached from two pints of view;
inventorying either its disastrous effect on living, its characteristics that trans-
form life in a monotonous inferno, making impossible to keep your enthusi-
asm or pleasure, or, on the other hand, following the way in which it can trans-
form in a privileged instrument of scattering illusions, allowing to penetrate
the layer of unreality which veils the truth about the world, permitting to go
out of the circle of appearances and imaginations in order to obtain freedom.
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